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Citi Corporate Card
®

Life is simpler when charges are made on the most widely accepted
and globally consistent Travel and Entertainment Card in the world
At Citi, we know managing and monitoring the details of your organization’s travel and entertainment
(T&E) expenses is just as important as providing your employees with an easy-to-use, globally
accepted Corporate Card. Thankfully, the Citi® Corporate Card does both.
As the global issuer with the largest
self-owned and operated Commercial
Card platform, Citi is able to provide
you with the most widely accepted
card supported by globally consistent
program management tools and
functionality for a truly seamless
program, whether that program needs
to support one or 100 countries.
The Citi Difference
With the largest number of self-owned
and operated local currency markets of
any issuer, a Citi Commercial program
can uniquely offer:
• Unrivalled card acceptance with
the greatest global coverage in
the industry
• Consistent products, servicing,
and program management tools
across the largest number of
countries globally

• Consolidated global data from over
100 markets for true, global reporting
and complete spend visibility
The Citi Commitment
From implementation to on-going
client and cardholder management,
Citi provides skilled experts at each
step who work with you to create an
optimized program and seamless
global experience.
Our uniform processes and services
across markets streamline program
implementation and rollout. And our
global contracts, consistent tools,
and common products simplify multimarket programs, help instigate
employee adoption, and work to
alleviate growth pains associated
with program expansion.

Benefits at a Glance
• Largest self-owned, global network
with the greatest global acceptance
• Comprehensive visibility into spend
with all global card transaction data
stored in one consolidated data
repository, accessible via files
or web-friendly reporting
• Leading local-currency issuer,
supporting over 65 local currency
countries and 47 currencies
• Globally consistent data and product
capabilities as a result of investment
in a common technology platform at
the base of all products and tools
• Award-winning client support through
24x7 customer service centers
servicing 25 languages
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The Citi Details
Citi’s solutions are built on the foundation that a Commercial Card program must be easy for cardholders to use, create program
management efficiencies, and provide insights for better business decision making. Here’s how Citi provides just that:
Facilitate Program Use

Simplify Program Process

Deliver Program Data

• A unique, self-owned and operated
issuing network supporting over
100 countries

For You:

• A single data repository supporting
over 650 data fields, consolidates
global data across Citi’s self-operated
markets

• Local currency issuance in over
65 countries
• Customer service support in over
27 languages
• Acceptance at more than 35 million
merchants worldwide
• Access to cash at over 2 million
ATM locations world-wide

• A cross-regionally consistent
contracting process and servicing
model supported by a global product
team to ensure consistency across
regions per local market regulations
• One online program and cardholder
management tool, CitiManager®,
available globally
• Online application processing and
program maintenance with 150 fields
and 27 languages supported
For Your Cardholders:
• Global ability for cardholders to view
statements, recent transactions
and payments through the online
cardholder tool or the mobile-friendly
version, CitiManagerSM Mobile
• Up to 30 e-mail and SMS alerts
available in 19 languages which can
highlight key account information,
such as “Statement Ready” or
“Payment Received”

• Robust reporting capability which
provides 19 standard reports, five
graphical summary reports with drilldown capability, and custom reporting
functionality to address any and all
data analysis needs
• A set of 13 compliance monitoring
reports, known as Citi’s Program
Audit Tool (PAT)
• Standard and tailored data files
which can integrate into your expense
management, purchase order or
other internal system as required
by your organization
• Enhanced and Hotel Folio data
available in addition to standard
financial level I, II and III data

Whether your employees are in Alaska, Argentina, Australia or Austria, Citi offers a simple solution — built on consistency,
convenience and capability — to meet their, and your, needs.
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